B 2 B G R OW T H E N G I N E
E N A B L I N G G R OW T H T H R O U G H
A D ATA- D R I VE N , I N T E G R AT E D
M A R K E T I N G A N D S A L E S S O LUT I O N

“

Driving real business growth has
become marketing’s biggest priority.
Armed with data, all marketers are expected to
prioritize growth and prove the value of every
marketing investment *
*MartechToday.com

ACHIEVING GROWTH
IN 2020 AND BEYOND

How can B2B organizations deliver
growth in the post-pandemic,
economically-challenged world,
where everyone is transforming,
digitizing and focusing in order to
compete and win?

THE HARTE HANKS
B2B GROWTH
ENGINE
The Harte Hanks Growth Engine is a datadriven, customizable marketing and sales
solution to help B2B enterprises deliver
growth acceleration or recovery. The
engine is built on Harte Hanks services and
capabilities, and tailored to each client’s
situation and specific growth needs

OUTCOME-ORIENTED

AGILE AND QUICK TO DEPLOY

SCALABLE AND TAILORED

USING A PROVEN GROWTH METHODOLOGY
1. STORM

2. CRAFT

3. GO

Continuously determine your growth

Define and develop the foundations and

Execute effectively to drive the growth

goal(s) and find the opportunities for

mechanisms to grow based on customer-

and continuously evolve to improve

growth.

centric, easy-to-activate strategies

•

Growth goals/challenges — e.g., enable/recover/

•

Targeting

accelerate

•

Messaging

Data driven approach to analyze and find gaps

•

Content

•

Tactics

•

People, data and tech

•

and opportunities
•

Mapping out the growth plan and approach

•

Data build and management — accounts,
contacts, buying intent and account/sector intel

•

Digital and direct marketing — ads, emails, web,
social/phone, print, box)

•

Digital and direct selling — sales plays, social
selling, b2b commerce

THE HARTE HANKS B2B GROWTH
ENGINE — HOW IT WORKS
We design and run the Growth Engine
using our three-step approach to
marketing that creates a perpetuallyoptimized program.

CRAFT: STRATEGY AND GROWTH ENABLERS

Using our data and findings from the
Storm phase, we design the growth
enablement strategies and core enablers,
delivering meaningful value proposition,
messaging and campaign implementation
roadmaps. We expand data audiences,
deploy new tools and processes and create
hybrid resource models to enable the
execution of the growth tactics.
GO: MARKETING AND DIGITAL SELLING

We deploy the strategies in market with
fast turnaround times by using flexible
execution models. Our proprietary
STORM: DATA, ANALYTICS & RESEARCH

We contextualize data from our Harte
Hanks Behavorial IndexTM, as well as from
exploratory data analysis and category
research to help lay the foundation for your
growth program. We enhance existing
data segments with relevant data from
Harte Hanks DataView and specialist

Marketing as a Service (MaaS) solution —
connects people, tools and processes — is
the most efficient infrastructure: it helps
reduce operational costs and deliver direct,
digital and email marketing at scale. All
our marketing processes have tracking
and reporting frameworks to self-adjust
and optimize in real time.

sourcing from 3rd party vendors. Then we

Once deployed, the Harte Hanks Growth

build targeted analytics models to help

Engine is always-on, having continuous

understand key growth opportunities.

fine-tuning mechanisms.

HARTE HANKS: YOUR B2B
GROWTH ENABLEMENT PARTNER
Everything we do today is designed to enable great customer experience and deliver
commercial success. We provide marketing and sales solutions powered by behavioral
insights and data, which perfectly blend strategy and execution.
UNDERSTANDING YOUR

DEVELOPING YOUR

MARKETING EXECUTION

AUDIENCE

MARKETING

SOLUTIONS

•

•

•

Marketing as a Service

•

Account-based marketing

•

Social marketing (social sales

Harte Hanks Behavioral
Index

•

Research, analytics, personas

Strategy, creative and
technology

TM

•

and journey mapping

Content marketing and
content strategy

•

Data and analytics for
marketing

•

Channel partner programs

stream, social listening)
•

Growth marketing

•

Contact center for customer/
prospect engagement preand post-sales

Our client-centric services are expertly delivered across a broad set of vertical markets in B2B:
technology, telecomms, industrial, business services, pharma, auto and financial services.

SMARTER ENGAGEMENT

•

GoBox — an interactive
solution to engage
employees, partners and
customers

GET IN TOUCH
At Harte Hanks, we’re building a modern behavioral marketing company,
marrying our data-driven understanding of human behavior with a seamless
connection to the consumer. Through digital, direct, sampling, fulfillment
and customer care, we manage a full consumer experience that shortens the
distance between behavior and action.

Learn more about out B2B solutions:

jeff.slough@hartehanks.com
www.hartehanks.co.uk
+32 474 286 230

